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Why Adaptive Leadership?

• Describes what people do

• Describes what people exercising 
leadership can do if they see differently

• A way of developing a shared language to 
describe group dynamics

• Describes a way to be an active engaged 
organizational citizen

• Really resonates with professionals in 
health care



Principle
Recognize the power and importance of 

mindful reflection in action
BALCONY AND DANCE FLOOR

• Involved in the work –
Dance Floor
– Engaged
– Build credibility
– Understand the work 

and what it asks of 
people

– Feel what others feel

• Interpreting Reality –
Balcony
– See patterns
– Gain insight
– Reevaluate 

assumptions
– See new connections



Principle
Recognizing the Difference between Technical and Adaptive 

Challenges

Technical - Apply abilities that already exist in the 
system’s capabilities

Adaptive - People deeply and broadly within the 
organization need to learn new capabilities



What makes improvement work challenging?
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Properties of Adaptive Challenges
AKA Wicked Problems, Dilemmas

• Gap between aspirations and reality

• Competing commitments; varied perspectives

• Requires difficult learning

• Takes longer than technical work

• Requires trying things 

• New stakeholders across boundaries need to be engaged

• Generates disequilibrium, distress, tension and chaos

• Requires facing loss



Adaptive Work

The way things are

The way things need to be to 
create a better future

Diminish the gap

Adaptive leadership
The activity that mobilizes people 
to perform needed adaptive work.



…..and considering what type of problem you are facing



It is adaptive work when….
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Principle  - Distinguish technical from adaptive work



Most common cause of leadership failure is treating 
using an adaptive problem  with a  technical fix 
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Principle

Recognizing and Sensing a Productive Range of Tension

Based on R. Heifetz. and M. Linsky. Leadership on the Line, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 
2002, pg 108.

Productive tension predicts progress!
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Peer Encounter

Based on R. Heifetz. and M. Linsky. Leadership on the Line, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA,2002, pg. 108.

I understand the reality of my role and responsibility.
I am looking to you for guidance and honesty.
I understand what I need to do and am in this with 
you.

I don’t want to fail
I can’t make sense of any of this.
I am so overwhelmed I don’t understand what 
I need to do

I have no voice in this organization, why try
I will put my head down and hope I can endure before I retire
Tell me what to do and I will see if it works for me



R. Heifetz and M. Linsky. Leadership on the Line, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, 
MA, 2002, pg. 108.

Technical vs. Adaptive Work

Adaptive Challenge
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Technical Challenge



Working with Stakeholders

Organizations are illusions; they are just 
groups of relationships

- Parker Palmer



Courtesy of Judy Brown



Based on R. Heifetz. and M. Linsky. Leadership on the Line, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 2002, pg 108.

Stakeholders and Heat
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Principle
There is a difference between the 
role/use of authority and the exercise 
of leadership.



• Leadership is an 
activity

• Authority, power and 
influence are tools 
but do not 
guarantee 
leadership
- necessary but 

insufficient

Authority Leadership



is a critical resource for 
leadership  
even when/if you have a big title.

Authority
(whether formal or informal) 

is necessary
but insufficient for the 
exercise of leadership

Ability to constructively 
influence



Influence Determinants

• Be clear what you want

• The perceptions of others are true.
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Observable behavior 
or measurable, 

quantifiable 
performance

Other’s perception is 
data



Perceptions from the past are projected on to possibilities in 
future……..more exaggerated in times of uncertainty
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Exercising leadership to do 
adaptive work 

means 
disappointing people’s 

expectations 
(that things will stay the same)

at 
a rate they can tolerate.

(and not ignore you or try to silence 
you or resist in infinitely creative ways)
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Resistance

• A signal that you are losing influence 
and are exceeding the amount of loss 
and uncertainty they can tolerate.

• How to respond
• Clarify your intentions
• Refine your approach to the tensions 

between perspectives (conflicts) 
inherent in the issue

• Try again to help the group make 
progress
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Blame others, distract attention, denial

Blame others, distract attention, denial

Making progress on your work

Based on R. Heifetz. and M. Linsky. Leadership on the Line, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 2002, pg 108.
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What people will not tell you, their behavior will reveal



Principle
Recognize Resistance as a Signal of Being Outside the 

Productive Range of Tension
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Interventions to 
Return to Productive Tension

• Validate feelings, acknowledge loss

• Simplify and clarify

• Restore, add, or reallocate 
resources

• Raise the standards

• Increase accountability

• Change the task to something more 
motivating that is a stretch
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Do

Plan

Study

Act
Frame up the 
work

Share work with 
Stakeholders

Raise or 
lower the heat

Gauge how 
people are responding

Plan each 
stakeholder 
intervention

Try your 
interventions

Try something 
new or maintain 

relationship

Assess the 
response to your 

interventions



Keep an Experimental Mindset

• Exercising leadership requires keeping an 
experimental mindset
• Resistance looks the same when the heat is too 

high OR when the heat is too low
• Keep rechecking your assumptions
• What looks like laziness may be exhaustion

• If what you try makes things worse try the 
opposite



Predictable fundamental human error of 
attribution 

•Other behaves badly because of a 
character flaw
• I behave badly when I am in a tough 

situation

Nobody behaves badly from a place of strength.

Common belief:
Those who resist don’t care



Interpret Resistance and Practice Compassion
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When you don’t know what to try 
first, lower the heat

•Validate feelings, acknowledge loss

•Simplify and clarify
• Address the technical aspects

• Break the problem into parts

•Restore, add, or reallocate resources
• Temporarily reclaim responsibility for tough 

issues

• Give your attention

• Take stock of what is available 

• A lot more time, enrich knowledge and skills

Nobody misbehaves from a place of strength



Leadership Challenges

Technical work

• Clear answers, minimal 
uncertainty

• Straightforward, few big 
choices

• Execute via precise 
instructions

• Requires hands, feet, 
mouths

• Focus on task
• Linear, demands precision
• Runs smoothly

Adaptive work

• No clear answers, often high 
uncertainty

• Time consuming, difficult 
choices (losses)

• Demands lots of 
conversations

• Requires hearts, eyes and 
ears

• Focus on people
• Spiral, demands creativity
• Conflict, distress and fear



Five Foundational 
Principles & Practices of Adaptive Leadership

• Recognize the power and importance of mindful reflection in action

• Recognize the difference between technical and adaptive challenges

• Recognize and sense a productive range of tension

• Distinguish between role/use of authority and the exercise of leadership

• Recognize resistance as a signal of being outside the productive zone and 

respond intentionally
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“Practice isn't the thing you 
do once you're good. It's the 
thing you do that makes you 

good.”

Malcolm Gladwell
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